Prepare the cleaning solution and clean the system daily by performing the following steps:

1. Fill the Monarch CleanStream Dispenser with cold tap water as applicable.
   a. to the line marked 1L for 1 operatory
   b. to the line marked 2L for 2 operatories

2. Using the 20ml measuring line in the CleanStream cleaner bottle cap, add the CleanStream cleaner concentrate to the dispenser as applicable.
   a. for 1 operatory, add 20ml of CleanStream concentrate to the 1 liter of water
   b. for 2 operatories, add 40ml of CleanStream concentrate to the 2 liters of water

3. The interior of the CleanStream dispenser bottle cap is configured with three holes for the insertion of HVEs and SEs via provided adapters as follows:
   a. attach saliva ejector to smallest atomizing adapter
   b. attach 1 or 2 high volume ejectors to respective adapter(s)

4. For first operatory cleaning, place dispenser in upright position.

5. With the vacuum pump on and handpiece valves open, aspirate Monarch CleanStream solution from dispenser.

6. For second operatory cleaning, place bottle in horizontal position.

7. After each cleansing procedure, disconnect the handpieces and rinse the dispenser.
CleanStream Dispenser System

For Use with 1 or 2 dental units.

Use with 1 HVE and 1 SE

1. Clip Tip PN 57643 into Nest 1
2. Clip Tip PN 57652 into Nest 2

Use with 2 HVE and 1 SE

1. PN ED-597
2. PN 57643
3. Clip Tip PN 57652 into Nest 1 & 2
4. Clip into Nest 3